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Getting Started with
OnDMARC
All you need to know about the process of getting your domain
secured with DMARC, from registration through to full protection.
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Step 1 - Registration
The first step is to visit www.lawyerchecker.co.uk and register for OnDMARC. To go directly
to the OnDMARC registration page, click here.
What happens?
You sign our Terms & Conditions
You setup a Direct Debit and are charged £50.00 to cover Step 2 - The Discovery Call,
and Step 3 - The 7 Day Discovery Phase.
The outcome.
Your Discovery Call is scheduled with a support specialist. You’ll need to have a few
details to hand for the call which dedicated support specialist will confirm when
booking

Step 2 - The Discovery Call
This is a call scheduled between yourself and your support specialist to find out some
details regarding your IT setup
What happens?
You tell us a few details on the domains you’re looking to protect
You’re given your DMARC reporting record
You’ll need to then provide this to whoever manages your domain’s DNS settings
The outcome.
Your 7 Day Discovery Phase will begin!
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Step 3 - 7 Day Discovery Phase
This happens as soon as you implement the DMARC Reporting Record on your domain’s
DNS settings
What happens?
We monitor your email over the next 7 days to see volume of traffic a long with
where and what services are sending emails appearing from your domain
The outcome.
You will receive a proposal along with a full quote for protecting your email via
OnDMARC. There is no commitment at this point to the quote, the only cost will
have been the £50.00 to cover the cost of the Discovery Call and 7-Day Discovery
Phase.

Pricing
If you choose to proceed with OnDMARC you will be subject to a one-off setup fee of
£250.00 per domain you protect.
There will also be a monthly fee for the OnDMARC product with a commitment to 12
months subscription. This fee is based on your email traffic and the number of domains
being protected.
Standard

£9

per month

Advanced

£75

per month

Enterprise

£Custom

Up to 100k emails sent per year

Up to 1 Million emails sent per year

∞ emails sent per year

Up to 2 domains

Up to 5 domains

∞ domains

Example:
A firm registers with us and they’ve identified 5 domains they need protecting and they
send between 700k - 1 Million emails per year
Setup Fee = £1250.00 (£250 per domain)
Monthly Cost = £75.00 p/m (their email sending requirement puts them in the Advanced
category.)
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